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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0090399A1] 1. A direct current signalling installation having at least one two-wire signalling line (ML) which emanates from a central
unit (Z) and to which is connected a plurality of signal units (Ml to Mn), each with at least one series resistor (R) in the signalling line (ML) and a
signalling switch (S) arranged parallel to the signalling line (ML), by means of which switch (S) the respective resistance value can be suddenly
changed, where in order to determine the momentary resistance value of the respective signalling line (ML) the central unit (Z) is provided
with a measuring device (ME) and an analysing device (AW) which follows the latter and which determines the alarm-triggering signal from the
momentary resistance value of the respective signalling line (ML) and comparison values which correspond to the triggering of the individual signals,
characterised in that each signal unit (M1 to Mn) only has one resistor (R) arranged in series in the signalling line (ML), that the signalling switch (S)
is directly connected between the two wires of the signalling line (ML), that in the measuring and analysing device (ME/AW) each signal unit (Ml to
Mn) is assigned a window discriminator (Dl to Dn), where the comparison value which corresponds to the triggering of the assigned signal unit (Ml
to Mn) is formed by a comparison voltage connected to the reference input and a voltage which corresponds to the resistance value of the signalling
line supplied to the measuring input, and that the output of each window discriminator (Dl to Dn) leads to a display device (ANZl to AnZn).
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